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BUYOUT | 65 seated - 100 cocktail
LOCATION | South of Fifth, Miami Beach

Stubborn Seed is the result of pairing unrelenting passion with an unapolo-
getic approach. It aims to unearth cravings of the palate while constructing 
a reward in each bite. This philosophy takes honest ingredients and elevates 
them to be splendidly elegant through rigid and persistent execution.

At the helm is Bravo’s Top Chef Season 13’s Winner, Chef Jeremy Ford.





SEMI-PRIVATE DINING | 50 seated - 75 cocktail
BUYOUT | 90 seated - 120 cocktail
LOCATION | Sunset Harbour, Miami Beach

Located in the heart of the Sunset Harbor neighborhood, Stiltsville Fish Bar 
encapsulates a relaxed and casual neighborhood restaurant. Drawing locals 
in for quality seafood & Key West inspired drinks, the restaurant is centered 
around the glistening view of the harbor and stunning sunsets. Whether you 
dine at a table in our dining room, snatch a seat at the bar, or relax and watch 
the sunset from a hammock chair, Stiltsville fish bar is the perfect place for 
great seafood and a sundowner.

At the helm are James Beard Semi-Finalists and Bravo’s Top Chef Veterans, 
Chefs Jeff McInnis and Janine Booth.





SEMI-PRIVATE DINING | 40 seated - 100 cocktail
BUYOUT | 200 seated - 300 cocktail
LOCATION | Coconut Grove

Nestled amidst the lush, wild beauty of nature, Glass & Vine is a place where 
pretense falls away and guests can shake off the distractions and hubbub of 
everyday life. Lose yourself in an intimate secret garden by the sea. Partake in 
culinary creations featuring a bounty of locally-sourced ingredients and de-
signed to be shared amongst groups. Experience a dazzling and diverse array 
of flavors and textures. Delight in the simple pleasure of good company and 
good food. Welcome to Glass & Vine.

At the helm is three time James Beard Semi-Finalist and Food Network’s 
Chopped Champion Chef Giorgio Rapicavoli.





SEMI-PRIVATE DINING | 34 seated - 50 cocktail
BUYOUT | 90 seated - 140 cocktail
PATIO | 50 seated - 100 cocktail
LOCATION | South Miami

Soul nurturing, conscientiously sourced, farm-fresh ingredients. A craftsman’s 
ethic coupled with artistic culinary thought. A tribute to the timeless recipes 
and traditions of a rural America and the warm embrace of its hospitality.

At the helm are James Beard Semi-Finalists and Bravo’s Top Chef Veterans, 
Chefs Jeff McInnis and Janine Booth.





PRIVATE DINING | 30 seated - 40 cocktail 
SEMI-PRIVATE DINING | 14 seated 
SEMI-PRIVATE | 30 cocktail 
BUYOUT | 160 seated - 250 cocktail

For years, the corner of Red Road and San Ignacio Avenue has been the heart of South Mi-

ami. A neighborhood haven, this location has brought the community together to celebrate 

birthdays, anniversaries and graduations; a place where business meals and private events 

have been held; and a place where families and friends have pressed pause on their busy 

schedules to enjoy a meal and each other’s company. We hope to continue this tradition 

where the community is central to a memorable dining experience. At PUBLIC SQUARE, our 

mission is to inspire neighborhood connection over a great meal. Focusing on fresh, sustain-

able American fare with artisanal ingredients and California wines, we redefine casual ele-

gance by offering familiar dishes in an inviting atmosphere.
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